“Thou shalt not plea for a promise, Thou shalt face you are obliged with ease”

I mumbled alone looking at my soulful reflection. It is also calm that it hooks me to a deeper universe where I can stroll around, think about things, yet go astray. Suddenly I thought of those education’s couch potatoes who keep excusing their unfinished work to people assigned their responsibilities. I asked myself, what are the students’ excuses for their busy teachers and the same situation for them leaders?

Obligation of course, each of us has a purpose why we are created, and the stairs to this path is integrated with an assigned task per step. As we aspire to learn more about life, we also continue to have more roles which can bring up a heavier presence in our feelings. In school, a variety of assignments, projects and topics to review are just part of a normal routine for students and even teachers. But did you ever wonder about what do they have in excuse and why do they need to do so?

First above all, let me ask you, have you ever lied to your teacher that you didn’t got an A in your exam because of your teacher not informing you about it, even though you did not really reviewed? Ever since before up until these days, some students have no interest on what they are doing, just like in our lives, not doing your passion is very hard. This leads the students to just rush and somehow not even do it, that’s why they often tell their teachers that they went to somewhere far, that they have chores to do, that they left it at home, and even tell that other people threw. Another way of excuse is that pupils will ask permission that they will go out to go the restroom yet just skip the classes because it bores them. Also, students struggle in time management because of loads of work that are beyond their limits.

Next in line, we have the hardworking teachers who almost have no time for other things. Lots of paper works, grades, exams and many more are eating their time. When they are required to finish these, most are unable to make a lesson for their pupils. So instead, they give activities to answer in available books, tell their students that they’ll have lesson the next day, and make that as a reference. Also, there are dear teachers who sleep late and wake very early to finish what they must finish. They are ready to sacrifice their peaceful, tranquil hours for education.

Indeed, the rules if education are like the laws of federation. It is an oath we should all recite in our minds and felt in our hearts. I must. You must. We all must find
a way to abide what should be done. Always remember that it isn’t good to bid an excuse for just frivolous things. As what I could say.

“Let respect and courage, in your work bloom, to give way for the writ of the golden plume”. 